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ECB QE FIRST MONTH: ON TRACK 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

With the first month of its expanded asset purchase programme complete, the ECB can look back at a suWith the first month of its expanded asset purchase programme complete, the ECB can look back at a suWith the first month of its expanded asset purchase programme complete, the ECB can look back at a suWith the first month of its expanded asset purchase programme complete, the ECB can look back at a suc-c-c-c-
cess.cess.cess.cess. The operational implementation has been smooth and the policy effectiveness probably exceeded the ECB’s 
own expectations. Public and private longer-term borrowing costs have dropped sharply since the ECB began 
ramping up quantitative easing in September 2014. Spreads between the core and the periphery have declined, 
the euro’s nominal effective exchange rate is trading 11% below its average of 2013/14, economic confidence indi-
cators have rebounded (see Chart 1) and hard data looks set to follow. The credit cycle continues to turn very 
gradually, some measures of inflation expectations have stabilised and QE has probably contributed to the Euro-
zone’s financial and economic resilience to the new risks posed by Greece’s negotiating tactics. 
 
Luck has played a major role, too.Luck has played a major role, too.Luck has played a major role, too.Luck has played a major role, too. The coinciding sharp fall in the oil price has boosted consumers’ real spend-
ing power and the Putin factor, which had temporarily interrupted the economic recovery in much of core Europe 
last year, has faded just in time. But you make your own luck, and the ECB has belatedly helped the Eurozone 
turn the corner. Now it is up to the governments of the Eurozone to underpin the upswing with further structural 
reforms. That would ensure that the ECB’s aggressive easing does not end as a flash in a pan. Italy’s serious la-
bour reform suggests that some are heeding the calls, while France’s modest product market deregulations still 
fall short of what is needed. But most of the former crisis countries have done their homework and can now enjoy 
the effect of the ECB’s demand stimulus to the full. Incidentally, the one country threatening to really go back-
wards on reform, Greece, is excluded from QE. So far, there is no sign of the moral hazard seen by QE’s detractors 
as the Eurozone’s fiscal and structural rules and surveillance framework keep the reform pressure high. 
 
Last week, the ECB settled pLast week, the ECB settled pLast week, the ECB settled pLast week, the ECB settled purchases of another nearly €18bnurchases of another nearly €18bnurchases of another nearly €18bnurchases of another nearly €18bn, including €14.7b in sovereign bonds, on top of 
€2.9b in covered bonds and €0.25b in asset back securities. This weekly rate, if sustained, would be more than 
enough for the ECB to achieve its target of €60b in asset purchases each month until September 2016. Indeed in 
March, if we add last week’s settled amounts in full to the purchases for that month, the ECB bought €67.5b in 
assets, exceeding its monthly target by a wide margin already in the first month (€52.5b in sovereign bonds, 
€13.5b in covered bonds and €1.5b in ABS). There still is a long way to go until September next year (see Chart 2), 
but this strong implementation, especially given that the ECB only started the sovereign purchases on 9 March, 
should dispel fears that the ECB will not find enough sellers for its purchases. 
 
The ECB confirmedThe ECB confirmedThe ECB confirmedThe ECB confirmed    that itthat itthat itthat it    hit its target of €60bn hit its target of €60bn hit its target of €60bn hit its target of €60bn in Marchin Marchin Marchin March    in the press releasein the press releasein the press releasein the press release. Furthermore, of the €47bn of 
sovereign bond purchases falling into that month, German securities, supposedly the scarcest of them all, formed 
the largest chunk (€11bn or 23% of the total), with an average maturity of 8.1 years below the overall average ma-
turity of 8.6 years. French and Italian securities followed in terms of shares in the total, as their economic ranking 
in the Eurozone would suggest. Spain came in 5

th
, behind supranational organisations and significantly ahead of 

the Netherlands. Spanish and Portuguese bonds in the portfolio had the longest average remaining maturity with 
11.7 and 11.0 years, respectively. The data shows no evidence of the ECB having trouble to execute the programme 
and the warranted focus on longer maturities as these could not be targeted by more traditional policy tools such 
as cheap loans to banks and policy rates. 
 
We expect the ECB to continue delivering on QE operationallyWe expect the ECB to continue delivering on QE operationallyWe expect the ECB to continue delivering on QE operationallyWe expect the ECB to continue delivering on QE operationally and the effects of the programme to gradually 
filter through to the real economy. The ECB staff’s GDP growth forecasts of 1.5% for this and 1.8% for 2016, which 
seemed optimistic when published in March, look increasingly within the reach, if tail risks such as Greece or 
Russia do not delay the recovery again. The big question will be whether that stronger growth will also put infla-
tion back on track towards its target of just below 2% as staff predicted for 2017. If it does, some on the Governing 
Council may start discussing tapering the stimulus before the end of September 2016. However, QE having been a 
hard-fought decision, we expect the ECB to follow through. Underlying inflationary pressures will remain weak 
for some time as slack in the economy remains very high, not least with unemployment still at 11.3%. 
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Chart 1: QE works – confidence is rising Chart 2: ECB balance sheet expansion on track 

  

EU Commission Economic sentiment indicator and actual GDP growth, yoy 

%. Sources: EU Commission, Eurostat 

Actual ECB total assets and “intended” trajectory towards €3trn by Sep-

tember 2016. Sources: ECB, Berenberg calculations. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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